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The main purpose of PPM activity is after finishing the training students are expected to be able to practice the knowledge and their capabilities in using useless goods as economics learning media as strategy to build the spirit of businessman to teacher and students. There is a special purpose:

a. Giving training to economics teacher concerning the use of useless goods as economics learning media.

b. Giving supplies and capability in designing the use of useless goods as economics learning media.

c. Giving supplies and capability in using useless goods as economics learning media which is a strategy to build the spirit of businessman in teacher and students.

The conclusion of this activity is the activity of dedication to people can be made as a means of developing teacher capability to do new innovations in the case of using and developing useless goods as economics learning media in the class, beside that teacher can do the refreshing and new ideas in learning. It is expected that in the next budget year LPM still facilitates same PPM activity with most of target which is wider so the increase of quality in learning can be felt by more schools and students
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